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To 
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  Memo No. Ch-23 /SE/Comml/R-16/897 
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Subject:- Recording  of reading of LT CT meters having load more 

than 35 KW through MRI/CMRI.  
  
  With the installation of electronic meters with capability to 

record tamper information data on all LT industrial connections with 

connected load of 35 KW& above, it has been decided that the meter 

reading  and tamper information data should be down loaded through 

MRI/CMRI while recording the monthly reading in respect of LT CT 

electronic meters installed on such connections.  The readings and the 

downloading of the tamper information shall be taken by the JE deputed 

for this purpose in respect of LT Industrial connections with connected 

load between 35 KW to 50 KW and the SDO (OP) in case of LT Industrial 

connections with connected load between 50 KW to 70 KW .    The seals 

of MCB and the optical port will be required to be broken.  The JE/SDO 

(OP) should have samples of existing seals and should properly compare 

the existing seals with the sample seals before breaking the same. In 

addition, the JE/SDO (OP) shall record the reading visually also. 

  It was provided in Sales Circular D-40/2001 dated 20.4.2001 

that whenever the maximum load recorded by LT electronic meter 

exceeds the sanctioned load of a consumer, the resetting of maximum 

load Indicator of the meter would be done by SDO/OP in case of LT/CT 

meters of consumers having load 30 KW or above.   Sales Circular No. D-

40/2001 is amended to the extent that henceforth resetting of exceeded 

maximum load indicator will be done by JE/SDO (OP), as the case may 

be, in all cases of LT CT electronic meters.  The JE/SDO (OP) will 

properly compare the seals existing on maximum load indicator push 

button with the sample seals before breaking the same.  

  It has been observed that tamper registers of many LT CT 

electronic meters have been filled.  The tamper information data is 

required to be washed out in such cases after downloading the tamper 

information data of such meters.  Tamper data will be washed out by 

JE/SDO (OP) while downloading data through MRI/CMRI. It may be 



ensured that tamper register of any meter does not remain filled beyond 

the date of taking the meter reading.  

  The data down loaded from LT CT meters through 

MRI/CMRI as mentioned above should be retained in electronic form for 

proper analysis. 

 

        Sd/- 
                           SE/Commercial, 

         ForGM/Comml,DHBVN Hisar. 
 


